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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
is the research and development wing of
Department of Space (DOS), institutionalized in
1969, responsible for the execution of the
national space programme.

Support universities and other academic
institutions in the country for research and
development projects relevant to the country's
space programme.

The development activities are carried out at the
Centres and Units spread over the country.



Develop India as a major space faring

nation with a multi- dimensional program

in space science & technology and a wide

spectrum of their applications, for the

socio-economic benefit of the country,

benefiting every citizen .

Vision of DOS



Major milestones

 Experimental phase included Satellite

Instructional Television Experiment (SITE)

Satellite Telecommunication Experiment (STEP),

remote sensing application projects, satellites

like Aryabhata, Bhaskara, Rohini and APPLE and

launch vehicles, SLV-3 and ASLV.

Co-operative arrangements cover several

countries and space agencies.



Provides training in space field to personnel

from other countries

ISRO's hardware and services available

commercially through Antrix Corporation.

Present operational space systems include

Indian National Satellite (INSAT) for tele-

communication, television broadcasting,

meteorology and disaster warning and Indian

Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) for resources

monitoring and management.



Responsibility of DOS

Research & Development

Provision of sustainable and self reliant

space based services in areas such as

telecommunication, TV broadcasting,

meteorological applications, natural resources

monitoring and management, developmental

education, Tele medicine, disaster warning,

environmental monitoring,etc.



India has achieved self-reliance in both Spacecraft

and Satellite Launch Vehicle Programs .

 State-of-the-art Sounding rockets, INSAT and

IRS series of satellites.

 The Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) -

workhorse launch vehicle of ISRO for launching

satellites into SSO as well as Geosynchronous

Transfer Orbit (GTO) -- launch Indian and foreign

satellites.



 Geo-synchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle

(GSLV), now operational- launch INSAT class

of satellite. GSLV-F01, carried the GSAT-

Edusat payload, meant for the distant class

room education programmme. rockets.ppt

 Work on next generation satellites to provide

enhanced and augmented services is in

progress.



The Road Map ahead….

First Indian scientific mission to the Moon and

advanced Astronomical Satellite in the near future.

Development of cutting edge technologies for

reusable launch vehicle.



Development of advanced technologies for

manned mission, advanced high efficiency semi-

cryogenic propulsion system, advanced

communication satellite.

Satellite based navigation system, hyper spectral

imaging sensors, and inter planetary missions



Human Resource

The strength of the department is

16,192 of which

11,057 are in scientific and technical categories

and

5,135 in administrative categories.



Women Employees

There are 1163 women employees

belonging to Scientific and Technical

categories and 1259 women employees

belonging to administrative categories, in

the Department and they represent 17.64

percent of personnel in DOS.





Reservation in Services

Scheduled Castes

Scheduled Tribes

Physically Challenged.



Although there is no disparity in the emoluments of

male/ female scientists, an imbalance does exist in

the decision making policies and in the exercise of

authority.

During the past years the trend appears to be

encouraging.



Many women with high qualifications and

experience have reached the top.

Given the requisite qualifications and

opportunities the women in science and

technology in India can be achievers.



Apart from Sunitha Wiliams and Kalpana Chawla,

many women contribute silently to India’s space

program. Malathy Chandra Mohan, an engineer

from ISRO, was one among six finally selected from

thousand candidates for the American space shuttle

challenger in 1987.





DOS has many women Leaders .

As Deputy Directors:-

Mrs. Rema Devi at VSSC, Trivandrum

(contribution of crucial electronic circuitry on

board space vehicles)

Mrs. Geetha Varadan at Head Quarters,

Bangalore ( Program Director, formulate satellite

programs for specific purposes like cartography)



Mrs. Radhika Ramachandran, senior scientist, as

Technical Liaison Officer at DOS branch Secretariat,

Delhi, co-ordinate national and international level

scientific /technical programs and is ready to join the

ISRO Technical Liaison Unit (ITLU) in Paris.

Mrs. Suma, as Assistant Director, review and

coordinate ISRO's launch vehicle project.



Mrs. Sobha T. S Deputy Director, Business

Development, Antrix Corporation.

Mrs. Lalithambika, Head, Mission Simulation

and Analysis Division( won the Aeronautical

society of India award).

Mrs. Sujatha, Former Head, navigation,

guidance and Control Computer Section -won

the Aeronautical society of India award.



And a few as “Group Directors”.

More than 30 women, heading various divisions.

As Chairman, ISRO, Dr. Madhavan Nair

puts..”Women scientists are as good as every one

else and have made good contributions and they

have good opportunities to progress in the

organization”.



Achievements

Mrs. Manjari Rajan (Retired) developed “water bed” in

India for the first time.

Many women scientists/engineers present

scientific/technical papers at national/international forum

and received best paper/best scientist/best engineer

awards.

Many won National R& D council awards, System

Society of India Awards. Many women engineers have

received PSLV award, GSLV award, SRE award.



Women tend to be better time managers and
team workers.

Better at Multi-tasking.

Working in ISRO can have late and strenuous
working hours at times; with Dual Responsibility...

Though, no gender discrimination, still a long way
to go to dispel the gender disparity in Indian
science.

We can expect a woman to be one of the two
astronauts in ISRO's first manned mission after a
decade.



Under the Sponsored Research Program (RESPOND),

DOS supports

Research and developmental projects, educational

programs, scientific activities at the academic institutions

and R and D laboratories in the country, focusing space

technology, science and applications, which are directly

relevant to Indian space program and also basic

research, which will have futuristic linkages with Indian

space program.

Academically Oriented……



RESPOND also supports educational

promotion programmes to enthuse

youngsters to pursue space science and

technology. The prime objective is to

strengthen the space-academia interaction for

generation of a wider infrastructure and

research base and developing quality

scientific/technical human resources.



Advanced technology research in the areas of

space technology and science are carried out in

five Space Technology Cells (STC) established at

premiere institutions- IITs at Mumbai, Kanpur,

Kharagpur and Chennai and IISc.

Joint research undertaken with University of Pune

in areas of core competence of the University

which are of relevance to Indian space

programme.



In response to the UN General Assembly

Resolution (45/72 of 11th December, 1990)

endorsing the recommendations of UNISPACE-

82, the United Nations Office of Outer Space

Affairs (UN-OOSA) notified India as the host

country for establishment of Centre for Space

Science and Technology Education in Asia and

the Pacific (CSSTEAP).

Centre for Space Science and Technology
Education in Asia and the Pacific
(CSSTEAP)



The Centre was established in India in 1995 under an

agreement signed by 10 member countries of the region.

The Centre is hosted by the Government of India with

Department of Space (DOS), as the nodal agency.

DOS provide facility and expertise to the Centre through

the Indian Institute of Remote Sensing (IIRS), at

Dehradun, Space Applications Centre (SAC), at

Ahmedabad and Physical Research Laboratory (PRL),at

Ahmedabad.



The goal of the centre is to develop, through in-depth

education, indigenous capability for research and

applications in the core disciplines of

Remote Sensing and Geographic Information

System

Satellite Communications,

Satellite Meteorology and Global Climate,

Space and Atmospheric Sciences



Besides the post graduate level courses,

the centre also conducts short courses (4 to

6 weeks) on specific themes in the 4 areas,

how space inputs can be used for national

development. Centre has also plans to

support research programme leading to

Ph.D degree.

Courses offered by CSSTEAP



ADREF Scheme

In order to encourage potential academic staff

members, scientists and research students of

universities and academic/research institutions,

a Visiting Fellowship Scheme is offered by

Advisory Committee for Space Science of ISRO

“ADCOS Research Fellowships Scheme” or

“ADREF Scheme



ISRO fellowships

ISRO offers Junior and Senior research fellowships

for post graduates in science for their Ph.D work.

Post-doctoral fellowships (2-3 years) are also offered

for Ph.D holders.

At SPL, every year, 5 students are selected for above

fellowships. 30-50 % of these fellows are women.

They perform well, do excellent science, are absorbed

in national/international institutes and universities.



Venues for Space Science Research

The payload integration, test facilities and the

launch of sounding rockets are provided by ISRO.

In addition to ISRO, expertise and facilities for

development, fabrication and testing of payloads for

scientific experiments onboard Indian Satellites are

available to Indian scientists in other laboratories

and organisations.



Rocket and balloon payloads for space science

experiments have been developed and fabricated at

NPL, PRL, TIFR, CESS, Gujarat and Poona Universities.

The payload integration and launch for balloon

experiments are carried out from national balloon facility

at Hyderabad.

Satellite payloads relevant to space science research

have been designed and developed at NPL, SAC, TIFR,

PRL and ISAC.



Space Physics Laboratory, VSSC

Modeling studies for Weather Prediction, to

support launch vehicles

Climate Research, Pollution studies,

Atmospheric chemistry, dynamics, aeronomy

Ionospheric studies

Planetary space science

Moon & Mars mission



Propellants, Polymers, Chemicals and Materials

Entity

Responsible for the development of propellants,

polymers, materials, chemicals and energy systems

with facilities for research in solid/liquid propellants,

polymers,oxidizers, metallic materials, special

materials and energy systems.

Powerful analytical tools are available to chemists and

material scientists for information about the

composition, structure and properties of materials.



Advanced Numerical methods.

Astrodynamics.

Applied Statistics.

Mathematical Modeling.

Space Debris Modeling,

Analytical Theories,

Re-entry Analysis

Applied Mathematics Division, Aerospace flight
Dynamics Group



The scheme of induction training program (IITP) for

newly recruited scientists/engineers, introduced in

2002. (Recent statistics show more women

scientists and engineers join and continue in

service). (28%in 2002 increased to 33% in 2007).

The scheme is useful for youngsters to understand

and appreciate the challenges of the space

program.

Facilities offered by DOS



Several training programs in various areas of

technology, management, computer, safety,

administrative systems, etc, have been

organized every year, in-house and with tie-

ups with reputed management institutes.



ISRO centers have a unique work culture

leading to the success of its programs.

Openness in technical debates and forum.

Good interpersonal relationships.

Minimum bureaucratic interference.

Close interactions among various working groups.

Review mechanisms with wide participation and

non-hierarchical approach to problem solving.



In addition to the common facilities to Central

government Employees, DOS offers:

Contributory Health Service Scheme-CHSS

Conveyance/Transport Facility

Protection by Central Industrial Security

Force

Professional update Allowance etc.



Space Program Publicity

Efforts to create awareness among the general public

about the progress made under the Indian space

program, the benefits accrued from the program to the

society.

Media campaigns on important events, organization of

exhibitions, educational activities like lectures,

interactive sessions with students and quiz programs,

evoke interest on the nuances of space science and

technology.



VSSC SPACE MUSEUM

With the responsibility of creating awareness

among the public, the activities of VSSC and

ISRO are projected through a Space

Museum in VSSC at Trivandrum-at

International standard .



Outreach Activities

 Conduct exhibitions to attract people

 Short films on various technology aspect of

launch vehicles

 Permanent exhibition set up in each District

of Kerala

 Involving Schools in the state in World

Space Week celebrations.



Recruitment of scientists and engineers are

centralized those with BE, ME, M.Sc,

Ph.D,background and with excellent academic

records.

PhD holders with specialization in Science or

Engineering such as Aeronautics, Atmospheric

Sciences, Chemical, Civil, Computational Fluid

Dynamics, Computer, Control Systems, Electrical,

Electro-Optics, Electronics, Environmental,

Who can be in?



Geology, Material Science and

Metallurgy, Mechanical, Oceanography,

Power Systems, Remote Sensing, Space

Science, Structures, Telecommunication.

Very good Libraries at ISRO centres

which give opportunities for library

science graduates/postgraduates.



Government Policies

Sarva Shiksha Abhyan

Scholarships for girl child

Coming up special packages for women
employees- suggested by Sixth Pay
Commission for Government Employees



“We must be second to none in the
application of advanced
technologies to the problems of
man and society“- Dr Sarabhai



Women are there ahead in all walks of life, contribute their
best for country’s development. These are yardsticks of our
social and cultural progress .

 Enrich knowledge for a competitive edge and personal
growth.

 Self-confidence and development of aptitude/ abilities
leadership qualities, participation in decision making.

Most essential thing - understand, plan and execute the
multiple role of us as working women, daughter, wife,
mother.



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention


